MacKay Meters Selected to Provide MultiSpace Pay Stations and Single-Space Parking
Meters by MAPC
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MacKay Meters, Inc. (www.mackaymeters.com) has been selected as one of the vendors to
provide both multi-space pay stations and single-space parking meters to the Metropolitan
Area Planning Council (MAPC) through its collective procurement process. This will allow
municipalities in the State of Massachusetts to purchase directly from the approved vendors
list and reduce the time and cost of the RFP process.
The MacKay Guardian™ series of products, including the Multi Elite pay station, the SOLO
and DUO wireless single/double space credit card accepting meters, and the Guardian™ X
Series single space meters, have proven to be among the most reliable and durable meters
on the street, in all environmental conditions.
Supporting these meters is MacKay’s powerful back end solution, Sentinel™ Meter
Management System. Sentinel™ MMS was designed specifically to integrate with third party
solutions, allowing the customer the flexibility to choose the vendors they want to deal with
for ticketing, accounting, mobile payment, and sensor technology.
“We were extremely pleased to be included in the MAPC’s vendor list” says James MacKay,
Vice President of Sales at MacKay Meters. “Our commitment to customer service, coupled
with products built for superior performance in the sometimes harsh Massachusetts
climate, has been key to maintaining a strong presence in the Commonwealth. MacKay has
had an excellent track record throughout the New England area for over 50 years and we
are looking forward to a successful partnership with the MAPC members.”

About MacKay Meters

For more than fifty years, and with over 500,000 meters sold, MacKay Meters has provided
customers worldwide with innovative parking systems including quality single and multispace parking meters. MacKay was the first single-space parking meter Company in the
world to be ISO 9001:2000 certified and has had this prestigious quality assurance
recognition since 1995. MacKay’s solar powered, cellular-enabled MacKay Guardian™
SOLO was the first single-space meter to receive FCC Certification (Sept. 21, 2011), PTCRB
Certification (Sept. 22, 2011), and the first to obtain EMV™ Level 1 Contactless Certification
(Dec. 27, 2012).
For more information on MacKay Meters, please visit www.mackaymeters.com.
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